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Sustainable banking is the integration of environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) criteria into traditional banking, and sets ESG benefits 

as a key objective. Officially, it’s a definition in the works.

Historically, capital market decisions were based on a two dimensional 

risk and return analysis. With the recent push and advancement of 

sustainable banking, they are increaslingly based on three dimensions: 

risk, return and impacts (World Bank, 2019).

By incorporating sustainability principles into corporate strategy funding 

and product definition processes, banks become influential in supporting 

and promoting environmentally and/or socially responsible projects. 

Innovative services that target certain populations (e.g. women) or that 

encourage purchases of green products go a long way to promoting 

sustainable practices. (Asiru, 2017).

Given the unique position financial institutions are in to fund sustainable 

development in emerging economies, increased focus on sustainability 

by multilateral organizations such as International Finance Corporation, 

World Bank, and the United Nations is taking place.

In fact, sustainable banking brings several business benefits. Research by 

Global Alliance for Banking on Values (a network  of sustainable banks) 

has show that sustainable banks have higher and more stable profits, as 

well as stronger growth, than other banks.

This paper highlights the latest developments and 

insights into sustainable banking. It addresses the 

issue of banking in relation to sustainability and 

positive social impact. We first examine sustainable 

banking and define what it entails. Next, we 

demonstrate how sustainable banking increases 

customer satisfaction and profits. Lastly, we 

provide our analysis on why actors should consider 

sustainable banking when addressing corporate 

and public policy.
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Banks are increasingly adopting sustainability principles in their operations. In practice, 

sustainable banking incorporates: green bonds, sustainability-linked loans, impact investing, 

micro-finance, and internal sustainable initiatives. Examples of sustainability initiatives banks 

are implementing today include the following:

Women Empowerment
• Female entrepreneurship programs 

• Collaborations/participation in United 

Nations’ women economic programs

• Women health initiatives

• Support of women owned businesses

• Women wealth and wellbeing programs

• Female children financial literacy 

programs

• Female-focused recruitment (gender 

equity advocacy)

• Staff volunteering in female health 

areness programs

• Women’s skill acquisition workshops

Financial Inclusion
• Mobile money services 

• Financial education programs

• Geographic expansion (e.g. to low 

income locations despite unattractive 

business cases)

• Financial inclusion partnerships with 

global bodies

• Business seminars

• Participation in CBN’s MSME 

development fund

• “Banking the unbanked” projects

Energy Programs
• Paper saving initiatives

• Waste recycling

• Power saving initiatives

• Energy saving lighting

Labor Rights
• Code of ethics establishment 

• Staff fitness programs Health policy 

establishment

• HIV/AIDS policy establishment

• Insider trading policy establishment

• Grievance policy establishment

• Free health examinations for staff

• Health, Safety, and Environment 

(HSE) policies

Community Investments
• Young adults development programs 

• Indigenous art and culture support 

• Clinic support programs

• Deworming projects

• Free health examination for communities 

• Community empowerment programs 

• Skill acquisition programs

• School adoption programs 

• Staff volunteering programs

(Dugelay, 2019)

(Dugelay, 2019)

(Dugelay, 2019)

(Dugelay, 2019)

(Dugelay, 2019)
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Most banks have realized both financial and non-financial benefits from their sustainable 

banking activities. Below are three examples that highlight how sustainable banking can 

significantly benefit ADIs in Australia, or any bank around the world. Overall, it improves a 

bank’s brand values and reduces it’s costs.

PROVEN RESULTS
The advantages of implementing social good through 

businesses are already evident in other industries. For example, 

Unilever’s sustainable brands have grown 30 percent faster on 

average than its other brands and are delivering 70 percent of 

its turnover growth. 

(Leruste, 2019)

WINNING STRATEGY
Creating a positive difference in the global society givesa 

bank an opportunity to find new ways to stand out from their 

competition. Becoming a trusted bank and achieving a positive 

social impact in the world translates to a win-win situation.

CUSTOMER TRUST
By supporting customers’ beliefs and taking decisive action, 

banks have the chance to recast their customer relationships and 

connect with consumers on a deeper level. (Leruste, 2019)

Benefits
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It’s 2020 and customers want the companies they do business with to make a positive impact 

in the world. We think it’s a great time for banks to start thinking further about how they can 

apply an ecosystem strategy and further collaborate with government, other industries, NGOs, 

and FinTechs. [Leruste, 2019]

Despite the recent progress, most banks acknowledge that more needs to be done to improve 

on their current progress with sustainable banking.

Gen Advisory believes that establishing the following will help banks continue to consolidate 

on their previous progress and ensure continuous realisation of the benefits that sustainable 

banking brings to the table and future.

An integrated/sustainable 

business model
Professionalism in 

sustainability

Clear priority for sustainability 

in organisations’ budgets
Data collection and 

analysis

Increased engagement 

with regulators and 

international organisations

Incorporate the context 

of the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs)

Gen Advisory remains committed to supporting sustainable banking principles in order to make 

an impact that matters particulary with regards to economic, environmental and social indices 

identified by the United Nations. Overall, we promote the sustainable development of Australia 

and it's impact on the greater world.

Conclusion
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